
 

 

SEMESTER I 
- Microeconomics- 19MEC101 

- Macroeconomics- 19MEC102 

- Mathematical Economics- 19MEC103 

- Research Methods- 19MEC104 
- Comparative Economic Systems- 
19MEC105 

SEMESTER II 
- Basic Economics- 19MEC106 

- Public Economics- 19MEC107 
- International Trade and Finance- 
19MEC108 
- Environment and Resource Economics- 
19MEC109 
- Economics of Corporate Finance- 
19MEC110 
- Research Dissertation 01 (Internship 
Report)- 19MEC111 

SEMESTER III 
- Development Economics- 19MEC201 

- Economics of Social Sector- 19MEC202 
- Energy and Infrastructure Economics- 
19MEC203 
- Economics of Industrial Organization- 
19MEC204 

 

Electives (one out of two clusters) 

- Advance Econometrics- 19MEC205 

- Entrepreneurship- 19MEC206 

- Rural Economics- 19MEC207 

SEMESTER IV 
- Behavioral Economics- 19MEC208 

- Economics of Informal Sector- 19MEC209 
- Financial Markets and Institutions- 
19MEC210 
- Innovation and Knowledge Economy- 
19MEC211 

 

Electives (one out of two clusters) 

- Urban Economics- 19MEC212 

- Game Theory- 19MEC213 

- Geo-Political Economy- 19MEC214 

- Research Dissertation 02- 19MEC215 

MASTER'S PROGRAMME IN ECONOMICS  

 
 

 
 
 
 



 

 

 

SCHOOL OF LIBERAL STUDIES: M.A. Economics 

Program Outcomes 

PO 1 Domain Knowledge 

Develop and strengthen theoretical, conceptual and applied knowledge 

of Economics to understand the real-world phenomenon from a global, 

national and regional perspective 

PO 2 Problem Analysis 

Enable use of critical, logical and reflective thinking to construct 

reasonable arguments and analyze complex phenomena with strategic 

decision-making process 

PO 3  
Design/ Development of 

solutions 

Construct and design effective solutions by applying existing 

economic theory and tools to identify the research and policy gaps 

PO 4 
Conduct Investigations 

of Complex Problems 

Apply tools of optimization and quantitative aptitude to examine, 

evaluate and analyze economic issues affecting the developed, 

emerging and developing economies 

PO 5 Modern Tool Usage 

Develop the ability to apply quantitative and qualitative tools of 

advanced statistics & econometrics to analyze disciplinary and cross-

disciplinary real-world issues 

PO 6  
The Citizen and the 

Society 

Enable students to become informed and responsible citizens by 

inculcating the practice of rational, ethical thinking and optimal 

decision making to minimize resource wastage.  

PO 7  
Environment and 

Sustainability 

Enhance practical insights towards energy efficiency and sustainable 

development models by demonstrating solutions from energy 

economics & environment and resource economics.  

PO 8  Ethics 
Apply the existing ethical guidelines in everyday economics, research 

thinking and community development 

PO 9  
Individual and 

Teamwork 

Manage and build high performance teams by understanding the role 

of incentives, scientific virtues, decent work and pillars of 

organization efficiency 

PO 10  Communication 

Practice effective oral and written communication to be able to convey 

advanced economic theories and models in a pragmatic manner to the 

stakeholders of the society 

PO 11  
Project Management 

and Finance 

Predict and analyze the role of economic factors and policies on 

overall economic and financial performance of an economy using 

managerial economics tools 

PO 12 Life-long Learning 

Raise awareness on the importance of constant upskilling in the wake 

of Industry 4.0 and Education 4.0 and demonstrate effective usage of 

existing e-resources. 

 


